Abstract--In this paper, we present a local approach to the computation of raw optical flow fields based on nonlinear relaxation, which is explicitly designed to be coupled with a nonlinear vector filtering technique so as to achieve an effective rejection of the outliers. We derive the approach from a standard linear algorithm the one-dimensional least squares. This is split down into two steps. First, the linear algorithm is formulated as an iterative procedure, in which image points in a suitable geometric neighborhood are made to interact each other. Second, a nonlinearity term in the elementary interaction between neighbors is added, which depends on the Gaussian interaction of elements of a velocity neighborhood. The results of a comparison with two linear local techniques show clearly the effectiveness of the approach, both in terms of motion boundary preservation and of optical flow field density.
INTRODUCTION
The analysis of optical flow fields as a means to infer shape and motion information in an image sequence is one of the most challenging research areas in computer vision, with applications in many different fields, from biomedical engineering to autonomous robots and pattern recognition.
The term opticalflow refers to a bidimensional velocity field that arises in the image plane, due to local changes in brightness, under the assumption of an overall constant brightness. (1) As such, the optical flow is an approximation of the projection onto the image plane of the tridimensional velocity field due to the relative motion of the observer and the observed objects--the so called motion field. ( 2) The definition of optical flow above does not have any "operational" meaning, i.e. it does not suggest a procedure for evaluating the optical flow. It determines simply a linear constraint between the two flow field components, that is a constraint line in the velocity space, which apart from the degenerate case of when such a line passes through the origin--is in a 1-1 correspondence with the optical flow component along the direction of the local brightness gradient, or normalflow. Computing the optical flow by its definition is thus an underconstrained problem, which exhibits strong analogies with the aperture problem of biological vision: The motion of a straight edge observed through a narrow aperature is "undecidable" along the direction of the edge itself. (3) Several approaches have been developed in the last few years to solve the aperture problem for the optical Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed.
flow by introducing additional constraints and compute, among the infinite possible "optical flows," a flow both as similar as possible to the actual motion field and suitable for an a posteriori interpretation. Typical measures of the performance of optical flow estimation algorithms are the sensitivity to noise, the ability in preserving the flow discontinuities (motion boundaries) as useful cue's for a subsequent segmentation, and the density of the flow obtained. The so-called global approaches (1'4) impose an additional constraint on the degree of smoothness of the vector field over the entire image, so that usually they produce an incorrect flattening of the optical flow on motion boundaries. Other techniques have been recently proposed, that explicitly take into account the presence of discontinuities in the motion fields by performing a piecewise global optimization. 15'6/These techniques enjoy the nice feature of simultaneously estimating the flow and segmenting it; yet, they are usually computationally demanding.
Local approaches are among the simplest and fastest for optical flow computing. The flow produced by such approaches is the solution of an overdetermined set of equations, obtained by clustering constraint lines of neighboring points in the image plane ~7,s) or, more generally, by determining more than one constraint at each pixel (see Re£ 9 for a review). By their nature, local approaches do not impose smoothness constraints over large patches of the image, with better results in preserving the flow discontinuities than the global approaches. However, they are likely to produce a noisy optical flow, thereby often requiring a flow filtering step, which is usually not required by global approaches, being already embedded in the flow estimation phase. Figure 1 illustrates the idea behind the 978 C. COLOMBO et al. in the neighborhood the constraint lines are not all mutually parallel; in which case, no point of intersection could be computed at all, due to the aperture problem.)
In the general case due to non uniform motion inside the neighborhood, to image noise, and the presence of motion boundaries constraint lines have multiple points of intersection; ~°) the way to handle this overconstrained problem determines the differences among local approaches. A pseudo-intersection of the constraints is obtained as the result of standard least squares procedures, (see for example Refs 7, 11) . Such linear techniques perform usually well in the presence of noise, but yield unsatisfactory results in the presence of occlusions. Other authors (e.gJ 8'12)) propose nonlinear methods for constraint clustering, based on "pruning offthe outliers" from sets of constraint intersections. These techniques are, in general, especially designed for preserving motion boundaries, and quite sensitive to noise.
In this paper we propose a local approach to optical flow computation, which is based on nonlinear relaxation. Relaxation methods have been thoroughly studied in the past, thanks to their ability to solve nonlinear multiconstraint optimization problems ~13~ and their ameneability to analog VLSI circuits implementation. 114~ We derive the approach from a standard linear (one-dimensional least squares) algorithm. This is split down in two steps. First, the linear algorithm is implemented as an iterative procedure, in which image points in a suitable 9eometric neighborhood are made to interact each other. Second, a nonlinearity term in the elementary interaction between neighbors is added, which depends on the Gaussian interaction of elements of a velocity neighborhood. The algorithm is tailored for a combined use with nonlinear smoothing techniques of the raw optical flow. Explicitly, we let the relaxation stage produce a flow field which "decorrelates" at best the noise at its output, so as to be able to filter this long-tailed noise by means of a vector median filter, which is optimal for such kind of noise, ~15~ and has proven to be effective and fast for performance enhancement of local techniques in general." 67 The logical flow of the paper is the following: in Section 2 we derive the relaxation equations for our method, as the result of the manipulation of the onedimensional least squares technique. A case study is then presented in Section 3, in which the method is compared with two linear techniques, the one-dimensional least squares (which enables us to emphasize the benefits of the introduction of the nonlinearity term), and the bidimensional least squares technique, a standard technique frequently encountered in applications. The comparison provides us with an insight into the main characteristics of both linear and nonlinear techniques, and clearly points out the superiority of nonlinear, ad hoc techniques for the extraction of optical flow fields. We finally draw the conclusions in Section 4.
DERIVATION OF THE RELAXATION EQUATIONS
The approach is naturally divided in three different computational phases. In the first phase, the constraint lines and the normal flow are evaluated. A nonlinear relaxation of the normal flow is then performed (second phase), and a raw estimate of the flow field is produced. The final optical flow is then obtained after the third phase of optical flow nonlinear filtering.
This section is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we derive two alternative forms for the optical flow constraint and define operationally the normal flow. Then, in Section 2.2, we describe in detail the implementation of the one-dimensional least squares technique using relaxation. The nonlinear relaxation term Optical flow by nonlinear relaxation 979 is introduced in Section 2.3, through heuristical considerations on the interactions among neighboring points at motion boundaries. Finally, in Section 2.4, we describe the nonlinear filtering procedure of vector median filtering of the raw optical flow.
Formulations of the opticaI flow constraint
Let us introduce first the canonical form of the optical flow constraint equation.
The optical flow is defined, at each image point (x, y) and at any time t, as the solution v = u% + vey of the equation
~3t
where VE = (#E/Ox)e~ + (~E/@)% is the spatial gradient of the image brightness E(x, y, t).
The constraint line represented by equation (1) determines ~ possible velocity values at a given point p~, i.e. oc I points (u, v) in the velocity space. Note that, as mentioned in the introduction and shown in Fig. 1 , if a number of points with different gradient directions has the same velocity, the relative constraints in the velocity space will be nonparallel lines that meet at a point corresponding to the velocity common to all the points. Note also from the figure that, in the case of sheer translation, the locus of all possible normal flow velocities of a neighborhood is a circumference passing through the origin and centered in (u/2, v/2).
The normalflow at a given pointp~ is expressed as
where n i = (VE/II VE 11 )p~ is the unit vector in the gradient direction at p~. Note that this equation implies that the constraint line can be determined only at points where the image gradient is not zero. Two alternative formulations of the constraint (1) emerge from the condition that the velocity v~ at point Pi belongs to the constraint line at Pi-We can express that by rewriting the constraint as
or, equivalently, by expressing the velocity v~ as
where s~2 and the unit vector t~= ex/x ey A n i provides the local orientation of the constraint line at p~ (refer again to Fig. 1 ).
and
°~(S)= Z [~J (¥i(S))]2"
(6)
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(These terms are zero if the velocity v~ belongs to the constraint lines of all the points in JVi.) In the first case we would have to solve a linear 2 x 2 system in (u, v) (bidimensional optimization problem) and obtain a solution in closed form. Optimizing equation (6)--which is simply obtained by using the alternative constraint formulation (4) into equation (5), thus imposing that the solution belong to the constraint line yields the flow vector at p~ as the solution of the one-dimensional optimization problem of finding the right s. By setting
=0 ,7,
we obtain the solutionl
and get the flow vector by using the constraint . (4) vi = ui + ~ti. (9) Notice that the closed form solution can be derived only under the very special circumstances of a quadratic cost.
We show now how to re-formulate the equations in order to solve the same least squares problem by means of an iterative procedure (relaxation). We consider the unknown parameter s as a function s(z) of time. ++ All the velocity values locally interact with each other, looking for a way to mutually satisfy the relative constraints, the relaxation of the constraints being described by a differential equation with ff as a stable attractor, and initial condition
which causes the optical flow be initialized by the normal flow. The relaxation can be written as a gradient descent method
dz 2 0s
where the parameter ~ controls both the accuracy and the speed of convergence of the successive approximations. Notice that, correspondingly to a displacement ds, the velocity point at p~ is displaced, in the
Linear solutions
Two linear solutions of equation (1) at point Pi can be obtained by clustering all the constraint lines in the neighborhood ~¢/~ of p~, by assuming that the flow be uniform in it, and minimizing the following two quadratic costs (least squares solutions):
+ The aperture problem would manifest into this equation in the case of insufficient variability of the brightness gradient, by causing the denominator to vanish.
++ We denote relaxation time by the symbol r. This emphasizes that relaxation must take place on a different and much shorter--time scale (adiabatic relaxation) than the movement of the objects in the image. This means that, during relaxation, the objects can be considered as fixed and the values u~ and uj constant. (
12) ds
In the quadratic case of equation (6), equation (11) can. be written as ds(z) _ ~ ds(r) (13) d~ j dr If where
Equation (14) gives the intensity of the contribution to dvi of the constraint line gj(v) = 0, with pjE~lJ~/:
It is easy to show that this contribution will cause a displacement of v~ in the direction of the intersection between the two constraint lines 0~ = 0 and Cj = 0. In fact, the contribution is such that Io~j(v~(s))l, the distance between the velocity point v~ which belongs to the constraint line of p~--and the constraint line of pj is minimized:
The intensity of displacement (14) will vanish in two different geometrical situations: first, when the two constraint lines are parallel, in which case t i" nj = O; (17) second, when the point v~ corresponds to the intersection of the two constraint lines:
This last equation confirms that the relaxation process stops (ideally) when all the velocities in the neighborhood of p~ are at the intersection of all the constraint lines. Besides, equation (17) guarantees that two almost parallel constraint lines--whose intersection in the velocity space is very far--have little interaction.
Nonlinear relaxation
The linear solutions presented in Section 2.2 leads invariably to blurring motion discontinuities like those one may observe, e.g. in occlusions. To understand this effect, let us consider e.g. the one-dimensional case, and the image projection of two bodies A and B (Fig. 2) .
In the velocity space, We have two "stars" of constraint lines. The first star is made of the constraint lines of points of the body A. All these constraint lines converge in a point VA, corresponding to the true velocity of A. A second star, corresponding to constraint lines of points of B converges on vs.
Let us consider a point Pi belonging to A and lying very close to the border at which A occludes B. Since we are averaging ~i, the neighborhood ,J¢~ will contain both points of A and points of B. The velocity point vi will move on the constraint line ofp~ under the influence of the other points in A which will try to pull it towards v A and the points in B which will try to pull it towards the respective intersections, such as w in Fig. 2 .b. Not only this, but the term [o~j(vi(s))l in equation (16) is bigger for points p~ belonging to B and therefore at least initially--the attraction towards w will dominate the attraction towards v A. This will cause vi to reach an equilibrium far from VA, causing the blurring effect near the borders of the body A. The same reasoning also applies to points on the border of the body B. This is mostly unfortunately, since the borders are the places where the best part of the motion information is contained. The reason for this behavior can be traced to the fact that the least squares solution has no way to make the intersections with constraint lines of A outweight the intersections with constraint lines of B that are in general much farther away from v~. We should introduce a method by which intersections that are close to vg are weighted more than the intersections that are far from % This is tantamount to the introduction of a double neighborhood structure around Pi. On one side, we have the geometric neighborhood ~A~, which dictates that only points geometrically close to p~ should be considered for relaxation with p~. Besides, we introduce a velocity neighborhood structure, which dictates that p~ should weight more, at relaxation time z, intersections with constraints lines that are closer to the velocity vi(s(z)). The introduction of this second neighborhood structure also introduces a nonlinearity in the relaxation equations. Because of this, a closed-form solution is no longer possible, neither it is possible to trace back to the energy function minimized by the relaxation process.
We suppose that intersection points in the velocity space be modulated by a Gaussian interaction, so that equation (16) is the Gaussian interaction term that determines the velocity neighborhood structure. Note that since the support of the Gaussian term is the whole real axis, the interaction is never zero. This makes the velocity neighborhood a fuzzy set. Notice The presence of the nonlinear term ~j(fl) solves many of the problems presented by the linear solution in handling occlusions. Going back to the example of Fig. 2 , we expect that the velocity v~ be closer, at relaxation time 0, to the velocity of other points of A than to the velocity of points in B, § and therefore, we §Note that this assumption may fail under very special circumstances, for instance in the presence of very rapid rotation or of very sudden changes in the direction of the gradient. All these circumstances can be seen as limitations of the method, to be overcome either by augmenting the acquisition rate or the density of velocity evaluation points. expect p~ to interact more with other points in A that with points in B. The closer vi gets to the intersection point VA, the stronger p~ will interact with points of A. In the same time, interaction with points of B will become weaker as they start to cluster around the point v~. By this mechanism, the term ~ij(fl) effectively contributes to the separation of point clusters in the presence of occlusions.
Optical flow smoothing
A restoration procedure is applied to the raw optical flow field obtained after relaxation, which is specifically aimed to remove the estimation errors made in the relaxation phase due to spikes of noise, and to the presence of motion boundaries passing exactly through the center of the neighborhood. These errors unavoidably occur due to the fact that the raw optical flow vector estimated at a generic image point is assumed to belong to the constraint line at the same point, and this can be even grossly incorrect if the point lies on a motion boundary or if the image noise at that point is big.
For this purpose, vector median filtering--a nonlinear processing--is used in the place of the traditional averaging techniques, thus achieving a better edge response (motion boundaries preservation). In fact, it can be easily shown that the median is an optimal estimate in the maximum likelihood sense if the input distribution is double exponential (longtailed noise), while the average (a linear technique) is the maximum likelihood estimate for the Gaussian distribution (shorttailed noise).
The where II'I[L is a suitably defined norm in the velocity space. The characteristics of vector median filtering are known to depend heavily on the choice of the norm, usually resulting in a trade-off between the performance in edge preservation and in noise removal. The most 2 widely used are the L2, L 1 and L 2 (Euclidean) norms. It has been found that the L 2 norm is the best for edge preservation, while the L~ norm is the best for mediumtailed noise removal, vector median filtering becoming in this case quite similar to an averaging operation. Using an L 1 norm yields a performance which is intermediate between the two. Vector median filtering (especially with the choice of the Euclidean norm) is quite useful for the task of achieving motion boundary preservation and restoration, since it allows to substitute-by its definition (21) the incorrect raw optical flow vectors evaluated at a point on a motion boundary with one of the (possibly) correct raw optical flow vectors in its neighborhood
Notice that the good edge response characteristics of vector median filters are not achievable by a simple componentwise smoothing of the vector field that is, by applying a scalar median filter to the field components separately
A CASE STUDY
In this section, we present a case study of estimation based on a sequence of synthetic images, of which the true optical flow ("ground truth") is known, allowing us to carry out performance evaluations and comparisons.
Each image in the sequence--one sample which is reported in Fig. 3 is 64 x 64 pixel, with 256 gray levels. The sequence represents the nontrivial case of two partially overlapping squares moving on a translating background. The upper square translates with Fig. 3 . One frame from the sequence used in the experiment. a speed of ( 1.2, 1.2) pixel/frame. The lower square rotates with a speed of 2.8°/frame. The background translates with a speed of( 0.707, -0.707) pixel/frame (in all drawings, the origin is in the upper-left corner). The squares and the background are covered with a sinusiodal texture, the sinusoid covering the background having a higher spatial frequency.
In this experiment, we estimate the optical flow using three different techniques. We always start with the same normal flow, computed using equation (2) and approximating derivatives by finite differences of image brightness, and use:
• Two-dimensional least squares (2DLS): velocity vectors are not constrained on their constraint lines, and are the solution of the optimization of the cost in equation (5).
• One-dimensional least squares (IDLS): velocity vectors are constrained to lie on their constraint lines, and locally grouped by optimizing the parameter s in equation (4) according to equation (8) .
• Our nonlinear relaxation approach (IDNR), which is based on equations (12), (13), (19)--using =/7 = 0.l , equations (3) and (10), and is run for 64 iterations.
For all the tests, we report the results both in the image space (x, y)--where velocities are drawn as vectors-and in the velocity space (u, v)--where velocities are drawn as points. The "ground truth" is drawn in Fig. 4 , while the normal optical flow is drawn in Fig. 5 . The results for the 2DLS algorithm are reported in Fig. 6 (before filtering) and Fig. 7 (after vector median filtering), those for 1DLS are reported in Figs 8 and 9 , and those for 1DNR are in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. Fig. 12 sketches the mean error in all the cases tested.
Let us first comment the results from a qualitatively viewpoint, based on the direct inspection of the figures, and then give and interpret the numerical results. As clear from the figures, most of the error is concentrated near occlusion boundaries, due to the "blurring" effect discussed in the previous section. This is mostly evident • .,,:- -.---"
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Fig . 12 . The distribution of the mean error in the image plane for the three algorithms tested, before and after the filtering step. Brighter areas correspond to bigger errors.
for 2DLS, even after the filtering stage; this is due to the fact that, as mentioned before, vector median filtering is very effective in removing outlier vectors caused by sporadic errors, but not nearly so in removing the highly systematic error caused by 2DLS's blurring• 1DLS represents an improvement in terms of computational effort--it reduces the problem from 2n variables to n. Results are worst than 2DLS's before filtering but, since vector median filtering is more effective in this case than for 2DLS, the final error is lower than for 2DLS. Concerning the 1DNR approach, the figures show that it has, even before filtering, an highly improved behavior in correspondence of the motion boundaries. Yet it exhibits, as we expected, a slightly worst behavior in the interior of the figures. After the filtering step, 1DNR provides the best result of the 986 C. COLOMBO et al.
three experiments. In fact, it is apparent from Fig. 1 lb that the two concentrations of points in the velocity space--corresponding to the translation of the upper square and the background--have been correctly identified, and also the "inverted L" of Fig. 4b , characterizing the rotation, has been correctly detected.
We compare now the performance of the three algorithms tested on the basis of the numerical results. Let us denote the "ground truth" by V, of which the computed optical flow v is an estimate. The performance parameters are defined as follows: the local error is the mean error is 1 u and the rms error is
where N is the number of pixels in the geometric neighborhood. Finally, we define theflow density 6~o as the percentage of flow vectors with local error less than/~o pixel/frame. Tables 1 and 2 report the numerical values of the performance parameters/~, a and 60. 5 obtained in the tests, and Tables 3 and 4 summarize the results of a comparison of the three algorithms. Notice that, the performance of the algorithms is evaluated both in the overall image and at motion boundaries, so that it is possible to emphasize the behavior of each technique in the presence of flow discontinuities. We also analyze separately the results after the raw estimation step and after the vector median filtering step.
We say, of course, that the smaller p the better the performance, and the bigger 6u6 the better the performance. Concerning the performance in terms of rms error though, we consider it to be inversely proportional to ~r before filtering, and directly proportional to a after filtering. In fact, given the nonlinear filtering scheme adopted--which is mostly effective in the presence of impulsive noise (big values of a) a raw estimation algorithm is considered the more effective the more it keeps the noise on the flow field spatially decorrelated.
From the tables it is evidenced that:
• After vector median filtering, the 1DNR has always the best performance.
• 2DLS performs well before filtering, even if only in terms of mean error and not in terms of density. 2DLS becomes the worst of all after filtering, the improvement of performance in the filtering step being very poor. The performance in terms of rms error is also poorer than the two 1D algorithms.
• 1DLS performs always better than 2DLS after filtering, for the reason described above, namely, it allows for a higher spatial decorrelation of the error.
.0 1DNR is even better than 1DLS because, for an equal attitude to be nonlinearly filtered, it has a better performance than 1DLS in terms of mean error before filtering, being it less sensitive to outliers.
CONCLUSIONS
We presented a novel local approach to the estimation of optical flow, which is based on closely coupling nonlinear relaxation with vector median filtering. The nonlinear relaxation technique is obtained as the result of the transformation of a standard linear technique, and is initialized by the normal flow field. We use Euclidean norm for vector median filtering. The case of a "difficult" synthetic sequence was presented, and the knowledge of the "ground truth" enabled us to compare the performance of our method with that of other two local techniques--the one-and bi-dimensignal least squares.
The results show clearly the effectiveness of our approach, both in terms of motion boundary preservation and of optical flow field density.
